3400 YEARS AGO AT MOUNT SINAI

THE CREATOR SHARED WITH THE CREATED SECRETS OF THE CREATION.

GOD SHARED
SECRETS
ABOUT
THE SUBSTANCE
OF THE
CREATED SOUL
THAT IS A
PART
OF THE
SOUL
OF THE
CREATOR
BUT
OF A
LESSER DEGREE
OF
SANCTITY.
THE
ACT
BY
GOD
OF PUTTING INTO OPERATION LESSER DEGREES OF SANCTITY IS CALLED CREATION. GOD ALWAYS HAD IN MIND OF THE POTENTIAL OF CREATION.
MIND AND THOUGHTS OF GOD FALL INTO THE CATEGORY OF CREATOR.

THE ACTUALIZATION PUTTING THE THOUGHTS INTO PHYSICAL FORM – THE LOWER DEGREE OF SANCTITY IS CALLED CREATIION.

THE ENTITIES CREATED ARE CALLED
THE CREATED.

AT SINAI GOD SHARED THESE SECRETS WITH THE JEWISH PEOPLE AND NON JEWS.

GOD SPOKE AND TOLD THEM WHAT THEY MUST DO IN ORDER TO REACH ACHIEVE PERFECTION

BY COMMUNION WITH
GOD.

ALL

THIS

GOD

TAUGHT IN THE

TEN COMMANDMENTS

AND IN

THE PENTATEUCH

THE FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES

THE BIBLE
- ALSO CALLED THE WRITTEN LAW

BECAUSE

MOSES

RECORDED

LITERALLY

EVERY

WORD

GOD

TOLD

HIM.
GOD ALSO GAVE THE ORAL TORAH THAT APPEARS TODAY IN THE TALMUD;
THE 2000 YEAR RESPONSAS;
AND THE 4 PARTS OF JEWISH LAW THE CODES -WITH COMMENTATORS.
   GOD
TRANSMITTED
THE WRITTEN LAW
THAT MOSES IMMEDIATELY RECORDED.

THE PENTATEUCH IS INTERPRETED ALONG FOUR DIFFERENT MEANS

[1] PSHAT THE LITERAL MEANING

MOUNT SINAI 3400 YEARS AGO.

HOWEVER THESE LAWS ARE INTERPRETED BY MEN OVER 3400 YEARS.

[3]DRUSH - HOMILY WHAT MEN CAN PLACE THEIR OWN INSIGHTS INTO BIBLICAL TEXTS.

[4]SOD- MYSTICAL INTERPRETATIONSOFTHE PENTATEUCH.
ALL 4 MEANS WERE SIMULTANEOUSLY GIVEN AT MOUNT SINAI 3400 YEARS AGO.

FOR 40 YEARS IN THE DESERT OF SINAI MOSES AARON MIRRIAM THE ELDERS OF ISRAEL TAUGHT AND REHEARSED ALL THE TORAH TO ALL THE JEWS AND NON JEWS WHO JOINED THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT.
THE JEWS WROTE DOWN ALL THE TORAH ON MANUSCRIPTS. THESE MANUSCRIPTS WERE PASSED ON FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION. WHEN THE MANUSCRIPTS WORE OUT THEY WERE COPIED BY SCRIBED UNTO NEW MANUSCRIPTS. THERE EXISTED IN THE TEMPLE IN THE HOLY OF HOLIES- THE ARK- CONTAINING THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS TOGETHER WITH THE SCROLL THAT MOSES WROTE WITH HIS OWN HAND.

NEW SCROLLS WOULD COMPARE THEIR VERSION WITH THE VERSION IN THE SCROLL OF MOSES.

HOWEVER, ONE OF THE JUDEAN KINGS FEARING AND HEEDING THE PROPHESIES THAT THE TEMPLE WOULD BE
DESTROYED HID THE ARK CONTAINING THE TEN COMMANDMENTS AND THE SCROLL OF MOSES.

SINCE THAT DATE NO ONE CAN STATE WITH CERTAINTY WHAT THE ACTUAL TEXT IS.

THE TEXT WE REVERE AS THE TORAH THE WRITTEN PENTATEUCH REPRESENTS WHAT THE MAJORITY OF JEWISH AUTHORITIES CONSIDER AS
AUTHENTIC. THIS IS THE WILL OF GOD. GOD STATES IN THE TORAH "ACHREI RABIM—WE FOLLOW THE MAJORITY IN ALL INSTANCES" SO WHEN THE MAJORITY of authorities rule what the correct text should be that text is given by God the same sanctity as originally spoken by God and recorded by Moses. aruch hashulchon
Yoreh Dayoh Part II laws of Sefer Torah.

Aruch Hashulchon discusses the question posed how can one observe the Mitzvah of writing his/her own Sefer Torah when we can not be sure that the text is the same as the text given by God to Moses 3400 years ago?

Orech Hashulchon offers the above answer.
THEREFORE, IF ONE QUESTIONS CERTAIN PORTIONS AND INSTANCES IN THE Bible, such question can not be called heresy.

The difference between heresy and legitimate questions of Biblical texts is the action one takes as result of his/her questions.

If one questions and accepts or refuses to accept the answer
given, such a person is not a heretic.

The Talmud and 2000 years of Jewish study and scholarship have tens of thousands; no hundreds of thousands of unanswered question on the Written the Pentateuch and Oral Torah the Talmud 2000 years a Responsa and 4 parts of Jewish Law- the Shulchan Aruch.
The Talmud attaches the symbol TAIKOH to all unanswered questions. TAIKOH means Tisbee –Elijah the prophet who will appear before the final redemption the final Messiah WILL ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS AND DIFFICULTIES FOR THE LAST 3400 YEARS.

THUS, if one questions Biblical texts
CAN LIVE WITH HIS / HER QUESTIONS AND,

NEVER THE LESS,

REMAIN AN OBSERVANT JEW

HIS questioning of the Bible text IS PART OF JEWISH SCHOLARSHIP.

IT IS ONLY WHEN HIS questioning of Biblical texts LEADS TO REFORMING OR ABANDONING JUDAISM than
his questioning become a problem.

JUDAISM DOES NOT CENSOR THINKING OR TALKING DISCUSSING OR CRITICIZING THE RELIGION.

IT IS ONLY WHEN ONE TAKES ACTION AND ABANDONS OR REFORMS THE FUNDAMENTAL UNDER-PINNINGS OF 3400
YEAR PRACTICE OF JUDAISM THAT WE HAVE PROBLEMS.

3400 YEAR JUDAISM HAS VARIANT OPINIONS ON EVERY PART OF THEOLOGY AND LAW. ALL THE RABBIS OF 3400 YEAR JUDAISM OPINED DIFFERENTLY THAN THEIR CONTEMPORARIES.

IT IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE TO FIND AN AUTHORITY WHO IS
SYMPATHETIC TO THE THEOLOGICAL OR LAW POSITION ONE ESPOUSES. ALL OPINIONS BOTH ONES ACCEPTED AND OPINIONS VOTED AGAINST ARE RECORDED.

AN OPINION DISCARDED IN ONE GENERATION GAINS TRACTION IN AN OTHER.

I BELIEVE THERE EXISTS
NO
HERETICS.

“VEAMCH KULOM TZADIK LEOLOM YIRSHU ORETZ-ALL JEWS ARE SAINTS ALL JEWS WILL GO TO HEAVEN. ”

THERE DOES NOT EXISTS A BAD JEW.COM PARE THE WORST JEW TO WHAT THE NAZIS DID IN TORTURING RAPING STEALING AND MURDERING 6 MILLION JEWS AND ONE
MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN. THE WHOLE WORLD DID NOTHING. THE VATICAN DID NOTHING. ALL PROTESTANT CHURCHES DID NOTHING. WRONG.

The Europeans who created the Trinitarian faith misinterpreted over 300 passages of the Jewish Bible to predict the coming of Jesus Christ. These misinterpretations could easily be ascribed as the prediction of the coming of all the Greek and Roman Hindu Babylonian gods who were born from a virgin and were crucified to
forgive the sin of ADAM and EVE.

THE HOLY GHOST were borrowed from the MYSTREY religions. Even the religious rite of transubstantiation practiced at every mass I a word for word copy from the mystery religions.

There is nothing wrong in borrowing. What is criminal is inventing the blood libel that all Jews who ever lived in the past
or future are collectively guilty in the crucifixion of Jesus.

I have proven in my books 33 34 35 36 37 that the second Jewish Temple was destroyed by Rome 168 years before the birth of Jesus. No Jews were permitted to come to Jerusalem.

How then could Jews have shouted that Jesus should be crucified?
I proved in my books 1,2,3,4,5,6. 7, 8

That never in a trillion years would Jews have invoked a death penalty on Jesus no matter what their differences with him.

Jews would have turned heaven and earth to save Jesus, not hand him over to the Roman authorities.
This blood libel is the 1700 year criminal instigation that corrupted the minds and hearts of Europeans and was the theological permit and sanction to create other canards that Jews poison the well and water of Christians; that Jews murder Christians to use their blood for baking matzohs for Passover. As a result of these canards millions of Jews were
robbed raped and murdered over a period of 1700 years. These pious Christians were not satisfied in killing only Jews. THE Christians murdered not millions, but billions of other Christians. Starting in 320 when Constantine recognized The Trinitarian faith to be the Roman State religion, the Trinitarians murdered million who questioned their
hegemony that only the Pope and his advisors were the vicars of Christ on this planet. Any one differing and challenging their power was assigned to be burned at the stake.

The Roman Catholic AND Eastern Catholics Trinitarian killed hundreds of Thousands of each others in the wars raging from 1185-1215.
The crusades killed 100,000 Jews as well as millions of Muslims and Catholics over a 200 year period.

The first crusade was not against MUSLIMS TO FRE Jerusalem; but against a group of individual in France who questioned the legitimacy if the Pope. The crusaders made a genocide killing all the inhabitants men women
children babes the eldry the cripple.
They wiped out the heresy since there remained no one alive.
When the pious monk in 1520 the father of Protestants challenged the Pope he set off a world war that lasted for 130 years until 1640. Here Trinitarians were massacring other. Millions died as a result
of this power struggle. This was not a battle to the death for the sake of the honor of the FATHER THE SON AND THE HOLY GHOST. This was a battle to the death for the sake of raw power and wealth.

Would EUROPEANS NEVER HAVE ADOPTED CHRISTIANITY BUT REMAINED ROMAN AND GREEK PAGANS WOULD THE
BILLIONS KILLED REMAINED ALIVE?
DEFINITELY NOT. EUROPEANS WOULD HAVE CORRUPTED ANY RELIGION THEY TOUCH.
EUROPEANS ARE NOT HUMANS. They descend from apes. Darwain is right when it comes to Europeans. God created ADAM and EVE.

God also created apes.
God enabled the apes to reproduce Europeans.

I BELIEVE
THERE EXIST
MANY JEWS
WHO HAVE
NOT BEEN
EXPOSED
AND HAVE NOT
EXPERIENCED
GENUINE
JUDAISM.
I BELIEVE
THAT
ALL
JEWS
MUST BE
DRAWN CLOSER TOGETHER.
This is in accord with the teachings of Rambam BOOK MAMRIM chapter II. They are considered- ketenokim shenisbhyu bain hoakum. Secular Jews are considered as children captured by heathen. They never were taught differently. How can you blame them?

ALL JEWS

HAREDIM
ORTHODOX
CONSERVATIVE
REFORM
RECONSTRUCTIONIST
SECULARISTS
MUST BE WELCOME INTO ONE TENT.
THE TEST OF A JEW IS IF HE/SHE WOULD BE FIT FOR THE TRAINS SENT BY THE NAZIS TO THE DEATH CAMPS, HE/SHE IS A JEW.

IF ONE IS FIT TO BE KILLED BY THE MODERS NAZIS THE PALESTINIANS EGGED ON BY THE EUROPEAN UNION, THEN SUCH A PERSON IS A JEW.

MAY BREXIT SPELL THE DEATH OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION.

MAY ALL THE NATION STATES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION VOTE TO SECEDE.

"IMRULAEHECHEM AMI ULACHOSAHEM RUCHOMA"

"SAY TO YOUR BROTHERS YOU ARE MY NATION AND TO YOUR
SISTERS YOU ARE RUCHOMO MERCY COMPASSION OF GOD "HOSHEA 2:3 "VEKORATO LOHEM BRIS BAYOM HAHU IM CHAYOS HASODEH VEIM OFF HASHOMAYIM VEREMSH HOADOMO VEKESHESES VEHERV MILHOMO ESHBOR MIN HOORETZ VEHISHKA VTEM LAVETCH VEARASHTICHO LI LEOLOM VEARASHTOCHO LI
בצדק עבמישפוט
塵כסא עבךשא עברachenימ.
vealרשיתיכו ליב’אמענה
vayodot es hashem vehoyo
ביוום הוהו אנהهة נועם
hashem אנהهة es
hashomayim veham yeenu
es hooretz vehooretz
yeenu es hadogon ves
hatirosה ves hayitzhor
veham yeeny es israel.
usратייא ליב’הoretz
VERACHAMTI ES LO REHUMAH
VEOMARTI LELO AMI AMI ATO
VEHU YOMAR ELOKAI.”

Hoshea 2: 20-25

“And I God will make a covenant with the Jewish people with the wild animals in the field-[the wild murderous those nations who openly kill Jews] and the birds of the skies[those who pose as friends but are hidden enemies and
encourage the wild animals to kill Jews and the reptiles that crawl on the ground[those nations who call themselves neutral and are passive and will be punished for the sin of omission.

In the days of Messiah all the three groups will repent and treat the Jews as human beings.

Bows and swords
OF WAR

will

I

God

Shatter

from

the

earth.

And you will rest with

security.
And
I
BETHROBE
YOU
FOR
ETERNITY
AND
I
BETHROBE
YOU WITH
TZEDEK -JUSTICE
UBEMISHPOT
—ACCORDING TO
COMMON LAW
UBECHESED
WITH COMPASSION
UBERACHAMIM
WITH MERCY.
According to EQUITY
AND
I BETHROBE YOU WITH FAITH [GOD HAS FAITH THAT MANKIND WILL REPENT AND ACT AS CIVILIZED HUMANS; NOT AS ANIMALS]. AND YOU WILL ACCEPT GOD AND WHAT IS WRITTEN IN THE BIBLE
THAT JEWS ARE THE ONLY ONES TO HAVE SOVEREIGNTY IN HISTORICAL ISRAEL YEHUDAH SHOMRON GOLAN GAZA OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM, AS WELL AS,
NEW ISRAEL.
AND IT WILL BE THAT IN THAT DAY
I GOD WILL ISSUE A COMMAND TO THE HEAVENS.
THE HEAVENS WILL REVERBERATE
WILL ECHO
THIS COMMAND
TO THE EARTH
AND THE EARTH WILL ECHO
THIS ECOMMAND TO THE
CHAIN OF FOOD
THE WHEAT THE BARLEY THE
FRUIT THE VINES AND ALL
FRUIT TO PRODUCE FOOD
AND THERE WILL BE NO
HUNGER FOR MAN ANIMALS
BIRDS AND FISH AND
CREATURES IF THE SEA.
AND ALL THE NATIONS WILL
RECOGNIZE ISRAEL AS THE
CHOSEN OF
God.
All the nations will respect me
God
by recognizing Israel as the
nation of the Jews.
AND
GOD

WILL RECONCILE WITH ALL
SINNERS WHOM I OSRACISED
AND CALLED THEM
NOT MY NATION
I GOD
WILL DECLARE
THEM
MY NATION.
AND
I GOD
WILL DISPERSE ALL OVER THE
GLOBE  THE TROUBLE MAKERS
SO THEY CAN NOT CAUSE ANY
FURTHER MISCHIEF.

AND I GOD WILL HAVE
COMPASSION AND MERCY FOR
THOSE
WHOSE
HEALTH AND WELFARE
WERE PLACED IN A
COMPROMISING POSITION
AT BIRTH
OR
BY THE
ACTION
OF
MAN.
PRAYER
DOES
HELP
ONCE
MAN
USES
NATURAL
MEANS
TO
ACCOMPANY
PRAYER.” JOSHEA 2:20-25